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as a scientist, he wag even greater as the protagonist of the
use of scientific method for the development of civilization.
His inspired voice led the nineteenth century pursuit of the
application of science to industry, agriculture and medicine,
Davy regarded chemistry as a sublime subject. He started
his Introductory Discourse by a definition of chemistry as
"that part of natural philosophy which relates to those
intimate actions of bodies upon each other, by which their
appearances are altered, and their individuality destroyed."
The phenomena of combustion, of the solutions of sub-
stances in water, of fire, of the production of rain, hail and
snow, and "the conversion of dead matter by vegetable
organs" are examples of chemical subjects. Mechanics
is dependent on chemistry because the movements of
material bodies depend on the qualities of the materials,
For instance, the experimental theory of the collisions of
material bodies cannot be established from the behaviour of
bodies made of materials that interact and decompose each
other on contact. Natural history is intimately connected
with chemistry because it "treats of the general external
properties of bodies" while chemistry "unfolds their
internal constitution and ascertains their intimate nature."
Natural history examines the "permanent and unchanging
forms" of things, whereas chemistry "by studying them in
the laws of their alterations, develops and explains their
active powers." Mineralogy "consisted merely of a
collection of terms badly arranged" until the application
of the methods of chemical analysis provided a methodical
classification based on the composition of minerals. Even
botany and zoology are related to chemistry: "how depen-
dent in fact upon chemical processes are the nourishment
and growth of organized beings ; their various alterations
of form, their constant production of new substances, and
finally their death and decomposition." Medicine and
psychology "will be found to have derived from chemistry
most of their practical applications." The art of preparing
remedies is chemical, and ignorance of scientific principles
in the processes of pharmacy has often produced dangerous
consequences. "Knowing very little of the laws of his own

